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Klickitat County
Health
Department
Board of Health
October 23, 2018

Agenda






Call to order
Approval of Agenda
Adoption of Minutes
BOH Meeting Schedule (new citizen rep)
HD Report








Budget
Early Childhood Lead Testing
Reach Out and Read
Staffing (HO, Health Promotion/DDA)

Public Access to Board
Adjourn
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Pediatric Lead Screening







The developing brain is sensitive to lead exposure.
There are disparities in exposure and screening.
Paint remains significant source of exposure in
childhood in WA
Federal law mandates all children on Medicaid be
screened for lead with a blood test
Screening rates in WA State (Medicaid and not) are
low – 4%
Health care providers play an important role in
primary and secondary prevention of lead exposure
in children

Lead Sources – House Paint







Pre-1978 homes with deteriorated leaded paint
Remodeling, repair may mobilize lead
Lead dust levels have been directly correlated
with children’s blood lead level (BLL)
Soil, particularly in perimeter of house
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Lead Sources – Beyond Paint











Pottery - imported, old, handmade or poorly glazed);
leaded crystal, pewter and brass dishware
Imported spices, candy (Mexico)
Home remedies and cosmetics (immigrants/refugees)
Workplace & hobbies (welding, smelting, auto/boat repair,
ceramics, stained glass, bullets, fishing weights, furniture
refinishing, home remodeling, painting, target
shooting/firing ranges, wild game ingestion)
Leaded gasoline & exhaust (historically; also some aviation
gas still leaded)
Adopted from, lived in, or traveled to another country
Drinking water (water pipes & solder & fixtures)
Furniture, toys, jewelry (antique & modern)
If <9-12months- prenatal transmission or breastmilk

Key Pediatric Health Concerns


Signs & Symptoms
 constipation, abdominal
pain








fatigue, anemia,
coma, fatal lead
encephalopathy

Acute and high dose
exposure =rare (but
happens)
Chronic and low dose
exposure = not rare
Most lead toxicity in U.S.
children is “subclinical” –


identified with blood test
demonstrating elevated
exposure
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Low Level Effects




Neurological Effects
Other Effects
 Decreased postnatal
 Attention related problems
growth
 Anti social behavior
 Delayed puberty
 Criminal Behavior
 Decreased cognitive ability
 Decreased academic achievement
 Decreased Hearing
Reproductive Effects
 Reduced fetal growth
 Adverse changes in sperm
 parameters and increased time to
 pregnancy

Federal Rules
 Federal

law mandates lead testing test for
all children covered by Medicaid at 12
and 24 months.
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Reach Out and Read
Reach Out and Read prepares America’s youngest
children to succeed in school by partnering with
health care providers to prescribe books and
encourage families to read together.

35 % OF AMERICAN CHILDREN ENTER
KINDERGARTEN UNPREPARED TO LEARN, MOST
LACKING THE LANGUAGE SKILLS THAT ARE THE
PREREQUISITES OF LITERACY ACQUISITION

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF EDUCATION,
1985
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Childhood Roots of Illiteracy
 One third of first graders placed in remedial reading

programs
 Most are not dyslexic
 Many will remain in “slow” reading groups
throughout school
 After 4th grade, all school success contingent on
reading success

Consequences of School Failure
 Poor self-esteem, boredom, frustration
 Increased risk of absenteeism, school avoidance,

truancy, dropping out
 Increased risk of :
early pregnancy
substance abuse
legal trouble
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Reading and Children’s Brain
Development
 Architecture of the brain shaped by early

experiences
 Underused nerve connections are “pruned”
 Repetitive use of cognitive skills associated with
reading aloud – language, memory, comprehension
– ensure that associated brain connections persist

Benefits of Reading Aloud
Reading aloud to children:
–Stimulates imagination
–Fosters language development
–Promotes reading skills
–Prepares children for school success
–Encourages decontextualized language
–Motivates children to love books
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Reading Aloud with Young
Children
 Increases

“face time” with parents
 Promotes physical contact and positive
interactions
 Promotes social/emotional development
 May reduce television exposure
 May be linked to bedtime routines

How RoR Works
• Providers receive online CME training through
the Reach Out and Read online portal
• Providers encourage parents to read aloud
and offer practical advice on how to do so
• Every book is labeled with age appropriate
reading tips
• At every health visit, children
• aged 6 months newborn to
6 years old receive a new or
gently used, developmentally appropriate
book
• Waiting rooms provide a literacy rich
environment
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Reading Aloud
• Fosters language development
• Promotes reading skills
• Prepares children for school
success
• Motivates children to love
books
• Promotes snuggling and other
positive interactions!
(emotional benefits)
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Two 6-month olds, Two Families
Family #1

Family #2

Literacy rich environment

No books in the home

Baby/adult books,
magazines, computers,
newspapers

Background TV on at all
times

Vocabulary rich
conversation, book sharing

Parents/guardians don’t
read for pleasure

Kindergarten: expanding
vocabulary, letter
recognition

Kindergarten: learning how
to deal w/books, behind on
language skills and
vocabulary

4th grade: likely on target

4th grade: likely poor readers
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Sample Book Tips
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When children are read to by people they
love, children learn to love books!
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